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Professional background 

SCENARIO Magazine (2016 - now):


Functions:	 	 Review Editor & Editorial staff-writer

Authored:	 	 Permanent bimonthly column reviewing relevant podcasts, blogs 
	 	 and books since May 2016	 


I joined the SCENARIO Magazine team in early 2016 as an intern and stayed on as a 
review editor after my internship ended. I recommend podcast, blogs and books on a 
bimonthly basis and share my thoughts about the evolving media scene. Before starting 
my own column with the magazine, I helped develop the editorial and visual focus in each 
magazine, editing articles and curating the right content. 


Recommendation by Morten Grønborg, Editor in Chief at SCENARIO Magazine, 
Copenhagen, September 2016:


During Anna’s internship period, she has worked with all parts of our production process 
at the magazine, including editing, interviewing, fact-checking and research. More so she 
has written and published articles and reviews on her own. Because we publish both a 
Danish and an English version of the magazine, Anna har worked professionally using 
both languages, and she has effortlessly exerted herself in the globally oriented work- and 
business environment that SCENARIO is a part of. 


She has shown a great analytical sense, and our content demands that our writers and 
editors can work with complex material and knowledge-heavy literature and formats. All 
assignments and projects have been solved at my highest expectations, and Anna has 
proven to have the personality and mindset one can only dream to find with an employee. 


She is positive, constructive, diligent, independent and cooperative. While the 
professional can almost always be practiced, a skill set such as Anna’s is difficult to 
teach, and it is also on that basis that I hereby give my clear cut and rarest 
recommendation to her future employer. I am unfortunately not able to offer Anna a full-
time position at this time, but I am fortunate enough to continue our work together, as she 
is staying on as a freelance editor. I am available for elaboration on this letter by 
telephone: (+45) 5045 0035.


http://www.annaskytte.com
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Review Tomorrow (2015-now)


I am co-editor at the online curated site Review Tomorrow. Here, Kaave Pour and I pick 
some of our favourite videos and make them into video- and text combined series to 
inform our viewers about emerging trends in technology, culture, business and whatever 
we find interesting at the time. Although it’s hard to find the time to update it on regular 
basis, it is a side-project I feel strongly about because the format of video - especially 
series of videos tackling the same subject - can convey feelings much stronger than text 
alone, although it’s the storytelling  It is a creative and interest-based outlet for our 
thoughts about a better future. www.reviewtomorrow.com


Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies (2016):


Functions:	 	 Research analyst, Junior consultant, Writer

Responsibilities:	 Research for trend forecasting 

	 	 Providing insights, data, slide-decks for CIFS Strategy & 	
	 	 Innovation department

	 	 Facilitating workshops 

Co-authored:	 Future of Happiness Report (Confidential)

	 	 Megatrends Affecting the European, Russian and Turkish Auto 
	 	 Industry (Confidential)

	 	 CIFS’ Membership report: Individual Resilience. Survival Guide 
	 	 for the 21st Century 

I joined the Copenhagen Institute for Futures Studies (CIFS) in early 2016 for a full-time 
internship while preparing and conducting the research for my final master thesis on the 
side. I had several areas of responsibilities throughout my time there, moving between 
foresight research, in- and external copywriting, workshop facilitation, and client contact. 
Especially the work with CIFS strategy & innovation department made me realise the 
potential impact of using the theoretical models and methods of futures studies and 
scenario mapping in practice. It did however also remind me that not only thorough, data-
correct research is of outmost importance to strategy, but that a multidisciplinary 
approach to it is every part as valuable. Because of my more multifaceted academic 
profile, I was often teamed up with colleagues with niche skills like biotechnology, finance 
or psychology, with the hopes of sparking a creative conversation, and I can only agree to 
that strategy’s impact on the final products we delivered. 


Recommendation by Carsten Beck, Director at CIFS. Copenhagen, August 2016: 

During the summer of 2016 and as a part of Anna’s internship, she was given the 
responsibility for putting together a big and global, qualitative and quantitative overview 
of the global research around happiness. The delivery was of great significance to CIFS 

http://www.reviewtomorrow.com


and one of CIFS’ clients. Anna was responsible for planning and executing the process 
and was in charge of a team of three other colleagues. 


The work load was complex and was completed taking very strict deadlines into 
consideration. The result exceeded the expectations of the client and myself. Anna was 
able to oversee a large and complex empirical material while highlighting conclusions and 
the most valuable pointes. Anna’s work was and is conducted with high competency, a 
great mood and a will and ability to make things happen.


Copenhagen Windows (2010-2015):


Positions:	 	 Project Coordinator & Head of Communications 2014-2015	
	 	 Online Responsible/Community Manager & Copywriter 
2011-2014 		 Student Employee 2010-2011	 	 

Co-authored:	 City development, Now and in the future


I joined Copenhagen Windows when I was still studying my bachelor’s degree, and I was 
hired to help the company oversee their corporate communication. I participated in 
building all their channels, including various social media accounts, a corporate blog and 
a newsletter, as well as developing a digital media strategy for the young firm. 
Copenhagen Windows started positioning them as the go-to consultancy firm when it 
comes to urban development, and today they work with Denmark’s biggest contractors, 
focusing on developing future-proof real estate, that besides turning a profit is also a 
valuable local addition to a rapidly growing urban environment in and around 
Copenhagen. During my time there I have overseen different positions and 
responsibilities, and have always - even during internships and stays abroad - been 
associated with the firm, as urban trends and city development are personal major 
interests of mine. 


Recommendation by Thomas Fokdal, CEO at Copenhagen Windows. Copenhagen, 
September 2015: 

Since Anna joined our firm, she has overseen all types of work assignments we have 
provided for her. She has adapted to existing work patterns and at the same time 
developed her very own capabilities within areas we didn’t have just one year ago. Her 
likability, adaptability, learning patterns, work moral and not least her innovative approach 
to IT based solutions, research and communication on our behalf has broadened our 
corporate network and made Copenhagen Windows a more successful company.  

For additional information contact Thomas Fokdal at T: 26896029, M: 
fokdal@copenhagenwindows.dk
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Language competencies

Danish:	 Birth language

English:	 Fluent in speaking and writing

Spanish:	 Advanced/Medium

Norwegian:	Advanced/Medium


Other experience

Language and culture studies 

Malaga:	 Summer of 2007, language course

Cuba:	 January-March 2010, language and Latin American culture studies

Barcelona:	 Summer of 2012, language course

Madrid:	 Spring 2015, MSc. European Studies of Society, Science, and Technology + 
	 language courses 


